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R Machine Learning By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2016

	Understand the fundamentals of machine learning with R and build your own dynamic algorithms to tackle complicated real-world problems successfully


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the concepts of machine learning through exciting real-world examples
	
		Visualize and solve complex problems...
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Fabrication and Processing of Shape Memory Alloys (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book showcases different processes of fabrication and processing applied to shape memory alloys. It provides details and collective information on working principles, process mechanisms, salient features, novel aspects, process capabilities, properties of material and unique applications of shape memory alloys. The recent...
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RxJava for Android Developers: with ReactiveX and FRPManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	RxJava for Android Developers teaches you how to build fast, fluid, and reactive mobile apps for Android with RxJava.

	

	Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	

	About the Technology

	
...
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Linux on HP Integrity ServersPrentice Hall, 2003
Companies are increasingly turning to Linux on HP Integrity systems for high-performance computing, large enterprise and database applications, and 64-bit application development. However, Linux administration in the HP Integrity's Itanium® 2-based environment is significantly different than on conventional IA-32 platforms. Now, there's a...
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PHP in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2005
Now installed on more than 20 million Internet domains around the world, PHP is an undisputed leader in web programming languages. Database connectivity, powerful extensions, and rich object-orientation are all reasons for its popularity, but nearly everyone would agree that, above all, PHP is one of the easiest languages to...
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IBM Certification Study Guide Aix CommunicationsIBM Press, 2000
The AIX and RS/6000 certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful, and often complex, environments of AIX and RS/6000. A complete set of professional certifications are available. They include:

	IBM...
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Application Development Using C# and .NETPrentice Hall, 2001
Microsoft .NET is an advance in programming technology that greatly simplifies application development both for traditional, proprietary applications, and for the emerging paradigm of Web-based services. .NET is a complete restructuring of Microsoft's whole system infrastructure and represents a major learning challenge for programmers developing...
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Expert .NET 2.0 IL AssemblerApress, 2006
Expert .NET 2.0 IL Assember drills down into the internal structures and operations of the .NET common language runtime and teaches you how to master the IL assembly language, ILAsm. (The rule of thumb is that if the runtime can do it, ILAsm must be able to express it.) This book is ideal if you're a compiler and tool developer, a...
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Declarative Programming for Knowledge Management: 16th International Conference on Applications of Declarative Programming and Knowledge Management, INAPSpringer, 2007
Knowledge means power – but only if it is available at the right time, the right place, and in the hands of the right people. Structured, engineered, repeatable methods to gather, transport, and apply knowledge are collectively called knowledge management.

Declarative programming strives for the ideal of programming by wish: the...
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Multiplexed Networks for Embedded Systems: CAN, LIN, FlexRay, Safe-by-Wire...John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Multiplexed networks are essential for the unified, efficient and cost-effective exchange of electronic information within embedded component systems. This is especially important in automotive manufacturing as vehicles become increasingly reliant on robust electronic networks and systems for improved reliability, anti-lock brake systems (ABS),...
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Web 2.0: The Business ModelSpringer, 2008
Web 2.0 is one of the most prominent business models for information systems available today. It brings together technology and social networks, and the interactivity that creates business value.
Web 2.0: The Business Model, an edited volume, is the first reference that integrates the business implications of Web 2.0/3.0, along...
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Engineering and Social Justice (Synthesis Lectures on Engineers, Technology and Society)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2008
In recent years, some leaders in the engineering community in the United States and other countries have been seeking to cast engineering as a profession in service to humanity. This characterization is often propelled by “the problem” of an overall dearth of students entering engineering and a specific concern about underrepresentation...
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